How are you fixed?

1 A **prefix** is a word joined to the front of another word to change or add to its meaning, as in *disorder, outstretched, or unhappy*.

Match the prefixes on the left with their meanings on the right.

- **anti-**
- **thermo-**
- **inter-**
- **multi-**
- **deci-**

- **between or among**
- **one tenth**
- **heat**
- **against**
- **many**

2 A **suffix** is a set of letters joined to the end of a word to make another word (as in *forgetful, lioness, clockwise, membership*) or a form of a verb (as in *singing, waited*).

a) What does the suffix **-cide** mean in words like *homicide, insecticide, and suicide*?

b) What does the suffix **-logy** mean in words like *biology, geology, and psychology*?

c) What does the suffix **-scope** mean in words like *kaleidoscope, and telescope*?

d) What does the suffix **-vore** mean in words like *carnivore, herbivore, and omnivore*?